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Overview
Securing critical data is difficult. Securing internal data is far easier, of course, but with external data, such as
emails and the sharing of documents, spreadsheets, etc., via email is much more complex and costly. Indeed,
for many organisations, this not only migraine-inducing for their security team, but also nigh on impossible to
control. Sadly, the risks are both relevant and real.
In June of this year, Prime Minister Scott Morrison said that organisations across Australia were undergoing
malicious attacks by a “sophisticated foreign “state-based” hacker”. He also stated that such attacks were
ongoing, constant, and targeting all sectors, including government. Consequently, because of the scale, nature,
and complexity of the attacks, organisations must do more to protect all their sensitive and valuable data.
Indeed, as 2 more organisations succumb to ransomware attacks, these are not idle words. Logistics giants the
Toll Group, were hit at the end of May, and the smartwatch and wearables maker Garmin in July. Data is valuable
and data insecurity is a critical risk for everyone. The sad reality is this is not only going to get worse but also
more complex and, for organisations like yours, the importance of securing both sensitive data and reputation
cannot be understated. Thieves prefer easier pickings and having data security in place makes you both harder
to crack and presents you as a not quite so easy and inviting prize.
Microsoft Azure, Microsoft’s cloud-based Active Directory service, uses the Azure Information Protection (AIP)
service to provide data security. AIP is also a cloud-based solution and enables organisations to effectively
secure, manage, and control all their sensitive data. Though AIP primarily focuses on documents and emails, it
has the flexibility to extend to include most data types. Such security not only offers organisations peace-ofmind, but also helps reduce your risk, maintain your customer’s trust, and ensures you avoid making unwanted
headlines.
AIP can deliver an effective solution to organisational data protection and offers several distinct benefits.
First, we will look at the benefits of AIP, then we will look at how AIP works, and finally we will look at how easily AIP
is to deploy.
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What Are the Benefits of Using Azure
Information Protection?
Azure Information Protection (AIP) is Microsoft’s cloud-based solution that works seamlessly with Azure Active
Directory (Azure AD). At the core of AIP is classifying, labelling, and protecting your organisation’s content:
documents, emails, and other restricted or sensitive data.
•

Data sensitivity security — this includes documents and emails and all your important data, whether
internally or externally. The level and type of security implemented is determined by your organisation’s
own policies and requirements.

•

Superior data classification — labels allows you to classify and protect your data according to various
attributes, including sensitivity. This ensures your data is stored correctly based on exactly your
organisation’s specific requirements and functions.

•

Customizable application — data classification can be policy-driven and either automated, manually
applied, or a combination. This flexibility ensures that you can deliver the right granular levels of control
around all your data.

•

Persistent data protection — round-the-clock protection that follows your data regardless of where it is
stored, shared, or with whom. We are all familiar with security breaches where sensitive information is
shared via unprotected means. Persistent data protection addresses that automatically and effortlessly.

•

Enhanced visibility — the ability to track all shared data activities provides granular logging, monitoring,
and related functionality to your IT team. Sophisticated reporting tools allow you to inspect and analyse
all activities and helps ensure that your security has the right balance exactly where it is needed.

•

Increased agility and responsiveness — being able to track and analyse data within your organisation
increases both your speed of response and ability to apply corrective actions when non-compliant, data
leakage, or other types of misuse or at-risk behaviour are detected.

•

Improved collaboration — permits you to share data securely ensures no loss of productivity, efficiency,
or unexpected bottlenecks. This enhances workflows, keeps your team smiling, and helps develop and
nurture those all-important customer and partner relationships.

•

Easy to deploy and use — fully integrated into Microsoft Office, securing data is one-click simple. User
training is seamless, workflow remains uninterrupted, and recommended product notifications from AIP
helps users make the right choices and eliminates downtime.

•

Implementation flexibility and control — AIP offers flexible data protection options to ensure that your
organisation gets exactly the security it needs. Whether on premise or off, you choose how the encryption
keys for your own infrastructure are managed.
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How AIP Works
AIP uses a Windows service called an AIP scanner to automatically discover, label, and protect your content. This
service will work with existing or new content on any Windows files that Windows itself can index. (If required, it
can also be configured to remove that protection.)
It is important to note that this is a policy-driven, as opposed to a real-time, service. The advantage here is you
get complete control over when this service runs, rather than it automatically consuming unnecessary resources.
For example, it can be configured to run as an overnight or a weekend process for the initial scan and then,
subsequently, configured to run daily at specified times.
The AIP scanner process sequence is:
1.

Determine whether files are included or excluded for scanning – this level of control ensures that only
necessary files/file-types are included.

2.

Inspect and label the files – this identifies files in accordance with the Windows indexing function and
labels them as per your policies (classifying, assigning, and protecting. More on this, below).

3.

Label files that cannot be inspected – these files get the default AIP label.

Classifying Labels
At the core of AIP are labels. Labels are a grouped collection of individual attributes that can then be
applied/attached to your content. Such attributes include:
•

Classification – is an attribute that stays with the data, regardless of where it is located or stored. In
addition, AIP allows you to setup additional sub-labels to denote additional a parent/child relationship
(refer to scoped policies, below).

•

Visual markings — attributes include label colour, headers, footers, watermarks, and sensitivity levels, etc.
These help you to visually identify and protect the relevant content type. Such content could be a
watermark with ‘Top Secret’, a header with ‘Restricted’, or a footer with ‘Sensitive’.

•

Metadata — is added to your data in clear text and is persistent, i.e. the information is permanently
stored with the document and is then used to apply and enforce policy. This ensures that other
programs, apps, or services can access the label classification and read other unsecure information.
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Figure 1 – Sample Sensitivity Label
Note: Sensitivity labels underpin AIP security and allow you to create multiple levels of security, from personal, public, through to Top
Secret and beyond. As stated, these labels are fully customisable, stored in clear text, and are persistent.

One added advantage is that these labels can also be applied automatically to certain content types. When
applied this way, users no longer need to be trained on how to apply these labels thereby eliminating the training
aspect and reducing costs. The added benefit is this allows your team to focus on their actual work rather than
being concerned about unwittingly contravening organisational policies.

Applying Labels
Once the labels have been classified, they can then be applied in any of 3 ways:
•

Automatically — by your administrators, via scoped policies (refer to Scoped Policies, below), rules, and
conditions, e.g. when a new docx file is created in the IT department, your scoped policy will
automatically classify it as Restricted – IT department only.

•

Manually — by your users, e.g. as shown in Figure 1, above, when they create a new Excel spreadsheet,
they can then select one of the following sensitivity levels from a drop-down list: Public, General,
Confidential, Highly Confidential, etc. This video shows security classifications for the UK government
website/data (Official, Secret, Top Secret).

•

Combination methods — administrators define recommendations for their users, e.g. if an Excel
spreadsheet in Finance is created, it is automatically allocated a minimum sensitivity label of Restricted.
In contrast, if the same is created in IT, the user can select from any items in the dropdown list, including
those below ‘Restricted’, i.e. Public, Private, etc.
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Figure 2 – A Sample Policy
Note: You configure a rule to detect sensitive information, such as a credit card or bank account number, in your Office documents
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, or Outlook). Then, when the system detects such information in any of those files, a tooltip prompts the user to
apply the relevant security/sensitivity label.

Scoped Policies
By default, all users receive the default settings and labels from either the default policy or the configured Global
policy. If you wish to drill-down further and implement more detailed settings for specific users and groups, then
you configure scoped policies.
For example, you can set the parent label as Confidential, and could then set Sales, IT, Marketing, and other
departments as child levels. This not only affords a deeper level of control and flexibility, but also provides greater
granularity when managing, analysing, and reporting on your organisation’s data.
However, all these are central components to the key aspect of AIP, which is to protect your data.

Protecting Your Data
Because not every document or email that your team creates is sensitive, protecting your data is optional with
AIP. This not only helps streamline your efforts, but also helps focus your team and ensures you only consume the
requisite processing resources.
However, for the material that you do need to protect, AIP uses the Azure Rights Management service (Azure
RMS). This enable protection of all required on premise and cloud-based Office and 3rd-party applications and
data.
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Azure RMS
When enabled, Azure RMS is persistent: the protection stays with your documents, emails, and data. When your
team then circulate content, you are safe in the knowledge that it is protected wherever and with whomever it is
shared. This applies internally or externally, and even if that material is subsequently forwarded to others.
There are 2 protection settings:
•

Part of your own label configuration – this permits your users to classify and protect emails by applying
the label themselves

•

Used in isolation — by applications and services that do not support labelling but have their own
protection.

This allows you to control permissions in direct accordance with your own organisation’s identity and
authorization policies. For example, if you were publishing a Microsoft Word end-of-year sales report, you could
stipulate multiple levels of control:
•

The report can only be accessed by users within your organisation.

•

Of those internal users, the main group can only read, not print, the report.

•

A sub-section of that main group of users can read, comment on, and print out the report.

Furthermore, you could specify that for emails sent out of the organisation to a certain information-only list, you
could disable the forward functionality. That way, though users can comment on and reply to the email, they will
not be able to forward that to others.
These are just some examples of the level of granular control, scope, and possibilities that AIP/Azure RMS offer.
Such flexibility offers both greater scope and possibilities for your organisation than ever before. However, if your
organisation has not yet implemented AIP, one important consideration for organisations looking into deploying
it is how easy is it.
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Is AIP Easy to Deploy?
As with any software, there are prerequisites. However, with AIP if you have already deployed Azure AD within your
organisation, it is simple. The steps are all detailed on the Microsoft docs site. Once implemented, you will not only
be able to label emails and documents automatically but will also be able to scan for existing content and data.
This content can either be on-premises or cloud-based and, by using your organisations own policies and rules,
you can discover, classify, and protect documents across your entire infrastructure. This includes network shares,
Microsoft SharePoint servers, OneDrive, etc.

Conclusion
AIP provides end-to-end security for all your organisation’s sensitive data. Easy to deploy and setup, AIP offers
significant benefits, including data sensitivity security, to ensure that your organisation achieves the exact level of
access control that is required.
Additional benefits include superior data classification that not only improves your analytical and reporting
capabilities, but improved collaboration capabilities also increase productivity and efficiency, and eliminate the
chance of unwanted bottlenecks. Moreover, because this security is persistent, it automatically and effortlessly
remains with and protects the document wherever it may be.
AIP is easy to deploy and use and, if your organisation is yet to implement such measures, as former FBI Director
Mueller alluded to, if you don’t want your organisation to be the headline tomorrow, it might be worth making a
decision today.

Next Steps
If you have any questions about the article you have just read or want additional information, then click here to
contact us.
For further reading, we recommend:
•

Managed Cloud Services – A1 Technologies have deep experience with Microsoft Azure and can help
answer all your questions.

•

IT Consultants & Professional Services – a team of expert IT consultants, we have years of experience
helping to design, deploy, and maintain reliable and innovative IT solutions.

•
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Case studies — real-life results of how we have helped organisations like yours achieve great successes.
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A1 Technologies is an Australian IT Consultancy and Managed Service Provider
(MSP) specialising in delivering robust, responsive, and secure IT and
Technology solutions to businesses Australia-wide.
If you need help deploying, managing, or optimising any part of your technology
infrastructure, feel free to reach out, we would love to hear from you.

Get in Touch
Contact: Rob Rattray, Sales Director
P: 1300 287 910 | E: rob@a1t.com.au
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